
 
 
  

Ten Chocolate Reindeer 
 

Ten chocolate reindeer playing in the snow 
Ten chocolate reindeer playing in the snow 

And if one chocolate reindeer should say “It’s time to go!” 
There’d be nine chocolate reindeer playing in the snow 

 
Nine chocolate reindeer playing in the snow 
Nine chocolate reindeer playing in the snow 

And if one chocolate reindeer should say “It’s time to go!” 
There’d be eight chocolate reindeer playing in the snow 

 
Eight chocolate reindeer playing in the snow 
Eight chocolate reindeer playing in the snow 

And if one chocolate reindeer should say “It’s time to go!” 
There’d be seven chocolate reindeer playing in the snow 

 
Seven chocolate reindeer playing in the snow 
Seven chocolate reindeer playing in the snow 

And if one chocolate reindeer should say “It’s time to go!” 
There’d be six chocolate reindeer playing in the snow 

 
Six chocolate reindeer playing in the snow 
Six chocolate reindeer playing in the snow 

And if one chocolate reindeer should say “It’s time to go!” 
There’d be five chocolate reindeer playing in the snow 

 
Five chocolate reindeer playing in the snow 
Five chocolate reindeer playing in the snow 

And if one chocolate reindeer should say “It’s time to go!” 
There’d be four chocolate reindeer playing in the snow 
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 Ten Chocolate Reindeer 
 

Four chocolate reindeer playing in the snow 
Four chocolate reindeer playing in the snow 

And if one chocolate reindeer should say “It’s time to go!” 
There’d be three chocolate reindeer playing in the snow 

 
Three chocolate reindeer playing in the snow 
Three chocolate reindeer playing in the snow 

And if one chocolate reindeer should say “It’s time to go!” 
There’d be two chocolate reindeer playing in the snow 

 
 

Two chocolate reindeer playing in the snow 
Two chocolate reindeer playing in the snow 

And if one chocolate reindeer should say “It’s time to go!” 
There’d be one chocolate reindeer playing in the snow 

 
 

One chocolate reindeer playing in the snow 
One chocolate reindeer playing in the snow 

And if one chocolate reindeer should say “It’s time to go!” 
There’d be no chocolate reindeer playing in the snow 
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https://youtu.be/sTktCi23rOY

